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1. Speify Order/Degree/Linear-NonLinear/Homgeneous-Nonhomogeneous parameters for the follow-

ing set of equations? (marks 1)

No. Equation Order

(N)

Degree

(N)

Linear(L) or

Non-linear (NL)

(L/NL)

Homogeneous(H) /

Non-

homogeneous(NH)

(H/NH)

1 y
′′′

= ex

2 y′′ + 2y′ + 2y = 0
3 x+ yy′ = 0
4 y/x+ x′ = 0
5 y′ + sin(y) = x
6 (y′′)3 + log(y) = x
7 y′′ + 3yy′ + y = cos(t)
8 y′′ + (y′)2 + 4y = 2x
9 y′′ + (y′)2 + 4y = ex

10 y′′ + (y′)2 + 4y = 0

2. Please give/formulate/oneptualize two pratial day to day life non-aademi examples whih an

be represented by an ODE.

(marks 1)

3. Please read the diretion �elds (Kreyszig setion 1.2 �Geometrial meaning of y'=f(x,y) diretion

�elds� in Kreyszig; it was not overed in detail in the lass). Sketh by hand the diretion �elds for

the following: (marks 1)

(a) y′ = x2

(b) y′ = y2

() y′ = x+ y

(d) y′ = −x
y

4. An experimentalist observes that light absorption in a very thin transparent layer is proportional

to the thikness of the layer and to the amount of the light inedent on that layer. Please formulate

this in terms of the di�erential equations. Please learly mention the symbols/variables used and

their meaning in this ontext.

(marks 1)

5. Solve following di�erential equation (marks 3)

(a) solve

y
′

=
x3 + 3xy2

3x2y + y3

(Hint: Test for exatness o� ODE an help)

(b) Is the �nal solution you stated up with above impliit or expliit solution (use internet to know

what is impliit and expliit solution if required)

6. If temperature of a panake is 150 Degree C when it leaves oven and is 95 Degree C in 10 minutes

later. Assuming only onvetion heat loss i.e. Newton's law of ooling lets explore how it reahed

pratially to room temperature 21 Degree C.

(a) State the expliit equation that gives temperature T at any given time t (expressed in minutes).

(b) Provide Table of values t for whih T(t) equals 47, 42, 32, 27, 24, 23, 22 respetively.
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() Plot the relation T(t) along y axis as a funtion of time t along x-axis

7. Carefully read setion 1.7 (Modelling of Eletrial Ciruits) in Kreyszig. Explore how the plots of

I and Phase angle as funtion of time t hange if

(a) R beomes 2R in RL iruit

(b) L beomes 2L in RL iruit

() R beomes 2R in RC iruit

(d) C beomes 2C in RC iruit

(For eah of above 4 sub questions superimpose two relavant plots before and after hange;

total 8 plots expeted)

Side omment - It is suggested that you have understood this text and the derivations presented

in that. No marks for reproduing any of that here)

(e) If isothermal loation are given by family of urves 2x2+y2 = constant, what are the orthogonal
trajetories along whih heat �ow is expeted (assuming no heat soure or syn in the viinity

and homogeneous material) (Hint: Reading Example 1 in setion 1.8 Orthogonal Trajetories

of urves may help)

8. We will explore e(a+b)t = eatebt in this example. Solve y′ = (a+ b)y by

(a) Any method of you hoie

(b) using produt rule for di�erentiation and assuming eatebt as a possible solution.

() Can we say e(A+B)t = eAteBt
whereA and B are matries following proof in (b) above extended

to y = {y1, y2, y3, }....? vetor. If not, why?

9. Solve

(a) y′ = 5y + e−4t

(b) y′ = 5y + e−5t

() y′ = 5y + e5t

(d) y′ = 3y + 5e2it

(e) y′ = 2y + 3cos(t) + 4sin(t)

10. Express sin(5t) + os(5t) as Rcos(ωt− φ)
R =? φ =?

11. If prinipal p is deposited at time t=0, with no further addition, with an interest rate a% per year.

(a) What is the ODE to model rate of growth of the investment

(b) Solutions to get worth of investment after any given time t years

() Look up �Rule of 72� online and observe if you answer in (b) is in line with that or not.

(d) If a was spei�ed as interest rate per day instead of per year and t in days instead of years,

what would (b) beome? Should you get more or less worth of investment omparative to

interest a de�ned per year for the same duration i.e. say 10 years or 3650 days
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